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Entrepreneurs face many challenges when creating a new venture. Although the business plan is one of the most
well-known documents, the feasibility study.

To initiate a project decision, which will be either to approve or reject the project or better still, ask that the
project be revised before a final decision is made To ensure that the feasibility study is thorough and accurate.
Both documents should be written after conducting thorough research and critical thinking, and conveyed in
formats that others can understand. Find out. On the other hand, a business plan is developed only after it has
been established that a business opportunity exist and the venture is about to commence. Can a feasibility
study report be converted to a business plan? Probability of Success: Can you reasonably overcome the risks
to become profitable? Service or product line: State what you will sell or provide and describe the benefits of
each. If the study's conclusion is that the project is viable, some of the research done may be included in the
company's business plan, such as projections of the size of the market. Well, I will advice you read on to find
the answers you seek. The Small Business Administration advises that business plans should include the
following: Executive Summary: Include your mission statement, products and or services, some brief
information about your leadership team and key employees, as well as the location of your business. Format:
Both include other documents that are pulled together in order to compose the report. Appendix: This includes
supporting documents or requested materials, such as resumes, product photos, letters of reference, patents,
licenses and so on. Unlike a business plan, a feasibility study is always filled with calculations and estimated
projections for a project. Differences A business plan assumes a business is going to succeed and presents the
steps necessary to achieve success. Review is then done to assemble all the elements into the feasibility study.
Components: Some of the issues analyzed are similar, including examining the target market, market
conditions and financial costs. Market analysis: Perform competitive research of what other businesses are
doing; their strengths and weaknesses, and how and why your business will be competitive and successful in
the market. Risks: What are the risks associated with your idea? It includes the steps and strategies required
about how the company should be run to achieve the goals set. The requirements of the projects.


